The primary objective of this study is to present a theoretical approach and analysis of the term "history". The study of history is of crucial importance for the transmission of culture and national values. Modern states should exploit the study of history, since only by acquiring historical consciousness will they be able to formulate new policies to promote and preserve their culture. Knowledge of the past leads to a better understanding of the facts of the present; therefore, it also enables a more accurate, efficient and -hopefully -globally beneficial planning of the future.
INTRODUCTION
Our need to have knowledge of our past started very long ago, even before the invention and spread of writing. The narration of an event was of particular importance in speaking societies, as is known by Homeric epics. This is how Oral History -the first type of History -emerged whose role was catalytic for the transmission of information and knowledge. The term "oral history" can be considered "contemporary" because it is linked to the tape recorder technology, but in fact it is as old as the need of people to know their past. An excellent example of the use of oral evidence, after writing spread began, is contained in Thucydides' narrative.
WHAT IS HISTORY AND WHY WE STUDY IT
History was established as a science in the 19th century due to the philosophical theory of positivism. In the 19th century, the novelty in the writing of history was that historical studies were professionalized and centralized in universities and research centers. Self-declaration of history as a discrete scientific field implied a strict separation between science and literature. The aim was to transpose universal laws in history, following a spirit similar to that of laws in formal and natural sciences. Positivists, wishing to substantiate their claim that history is science, placed special focus on events. They supported that events should be first verified and then used for reaching conclusions. The perception of history in the framework of positivism completely matched corresponding ideas of empiricism. Empiricism suggested the following approach to history: we should first verify events and then take the risk to interpret them. However, the approach of empiricism presented flaws and inefficiencies. Historical events should be clearly distinguished from simple events of the past. Events widely accepted by all historians formed the main criterion for this classification. Such events essentially induced a core around which history unfolds. However, despite the obvious requirement for accuracy regarding the described events, the selection of events is not based on some particular property but, instead, on an a priori decision of the historian which actually causes events to reveal. In the early 20th century a new philosophy of history was proclaimed by Croce 1 according to which history actually constitutes a look at the past with the eyes of the present in the light of the current problems. This implies that the main task of the historian is to evaluate rather than record. This is because lack of evaluation makes a historian incapable of deciding what is worth recording and what is not. Croce's views influenced the British philosopher and historian Collingwood 2 , who suggested that the philosophy of history does not deal exclusively with "the past itself" or "the conception of the historian for the past itself", but, instead, with their mutual relationship. «The past studied by a historian is not a dead past, but a past which, in a certain sense, still lives in the present». Through the depiction of the different approaches and interpretations that have been attempted since the 19th century as to what is ultimately history, two poles are dominant, the fact and the interpretation. However, they can still be addressed in different ways like, for example, using approached which can be empirical or theoretical, objective or subjective. So, an answer to the question "What is history?" can be Edward Hallett Carr's 3 statement that history is a continuous process of interaction between the historian and events, a unending dialogue between the present and the past (Carr, 2008, p. 18-59) .
The way history is written -including issues that concern historiography -is not at all independent of the developments taking place in societies. According to Emile Durkheim 4 , we perceive the world and the reality -and, therefore, also history -through intellectual representations that we mentally compose. When these representations are generally accepted as correct and true in a community of people, they become a social fact, and, regardless of whether they are actually correct and/or true, they are treated as valid and form a cause of action by community members. History is therefore a social, interpretive and critical anthropological science closely linked to other social sciences, namely sociology, psychology, economics, political and legal sciences, and, in general, closely related to all fields of knowledge that are in fact disciplines of civilization (Picon, 1958, p. 9) .
The purpose of history today is to provide us with the ability to better understand the present and to deal with it responsibly through the knowledge and study of the past, as well as to take the necessary steps to create and prepare a better future. We could claim that the main purpose of history is rather didactic than cognitive. The historian Polybius writes: «Ιζηορίας γάρ, εάν ηις αθέλη ηό διαηί καί πώς καί ηίνος χάριν επράχθη ηό πραχθέν, λόγοι κενοί ηό λειπόμενον», that is, if one removes from history the questions "Why did this happen? How did this happen? What need did it serve?", then the rest of the words are void. The careful study of history provides an understanding of the present, so that states can exploit the past in order to design and implement their national identity strategy, maximizing their present and future benefits. 
